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appearance and sulked around the deck all day. If the other
penguin approached, the dirty one drove it off.
I always think that emperor penguins must have been originally
animals that have somehow moved backward in evolution. The
emperor is the only wild bird that produces its young in the dead
of winter in temperatures as low as seventy-five degrees below zero.
Its nest is a circle of stones. The female penguin lays its eggs on
its broad, scaly, webbed foot, and thereafter the male and female
penguins vie in holding and warming the egg. When the fledgling
is hatched, the parental jealousy breaks out in battles. To escape
the family row, the young one crawls into a crevice, where it
usually freezes to death. Scott's naturalist estimated a 75 per cent
mortality among young emperor penguins.
The common Adelies are a daffy race, spending all their time in
sociable groups, dancing, jumping, and cavorting around in a most
senseless way. Emperors, who are solitary, will have nothing to dp
with these silly cousins. The emperor is much bigger, standing four
feet high. It has a yellow breast and a soft, liquid eye, like a deer's.
Unlike the little Adelies, it will not fight a man.
Adelie penguins nest everywhere along the archipelago, but only
one emperor rookery was ever found. Scott made a hundred-mile
sledge journey to discover it. On Deception Island we took eggs
away from Adelies by substituting round stones under them. The
birds did not seem to mind. The eggs were not bad in omelettes,
but boiled—ye gods! Tough as rubber balls and fishy besides.
Our voyage to the shelf ice was fruitless. A mild season had pitted
its surface with holes and coated it with loose refrozen crystals on
which a heavy plane could not ski. All we could do was turn back,
break a passage through the pack, and' make for Snow Hill
Island in the final hope that there we might find a. field serving
our purpose. It was die fourth day since we had left Deception.
The date was December 2. Already the best flying season had
passed.
Nordenskjold's hut, we knew, was on the west side of Snow Hill
Island, facing James Ross Isknd across the narrow Admiralty
Strait. Navigating carefully through fog, we tried to get through
between Snow Hill and Seymour islands to anchor off the hut, but
found the water too shoaly even for the Wyatt Earp. So we dropped

